Abstract -Refer to this paper, an intelligent-fuzzy feedforward computed torque estimator for ProportionalIntegral-Derivative (PID) controller is proposed for highly nonlinear continuum robot manipulator. In the absence of robot knowledge, PID may be the best controller, because it is model-free, and its parameters can be adjusted easily and separately and it is the most used in robot manipulators. In order to remove steadystate error caused by uncertainties and noise, the integrator gain has to be increased. This leads to worse transient performance, even destroys the stability. The integrator in a PID controller also reduces the bandwidth of the closed-loop system. Model-based compensation for PD control is an alternative method to substitute PID control. Computed torque compensation is one of the nonlinear compensator. The main problem of the pure computed torque compensator (CTC) was highly nonlinear dynamic parameters which related to system's dynamic parameters in certain and uncertain systems. The nonlinear equivalent dynamic problem in uncertain system is solved by using feed-forward fuzzy inference system. To eliminate the continuum robot manipulator system's dynamic; Mamdani fuzzy inference system is design and applied to CTC. This methodology is based on design feed-forward fuzzy inference system and applied to CTC. The results demonstrate that the model base feed-forward fuzzy CTC estimator works well to compensate linear PID controller in presence of partly uncertainty system (e.g., continuum robot).
absence of robot knowledge, PID may be the best controller, because it is model-free, and its parameters can be adjusted easily and separately and it is the most used in robot manipulators. In order to remove steadystate error caused by uncertainties and noise, the integrator gain has to be increased. This leads to worse transient performance, even destroys the stability. The integrator in a PID controller also reduces the bandwidth of the closed-loop system. Model-based compensation for PD control is an alternative method to substitute PID control. Computed torque compensation is one of the nonlinear compensator. The main problem of the pure computed torque compensator (CTC) was highly nonlinear dynamic parameters which related to system's dynamic parameters in certain and uncertain systems. The nonlinear equivalent dynamic problem in uncertain system is solved by using feed-forward fuzzy inference system. To eliminate the continuum robot manipulator system's dynamic; Mamdani fuzzy inference system is design and applied to CTC. This methodology is based on design feed-forward fuzzy inference system and applied to CTC. The results demonstrate that the model base feed-forward fuzzy CTC estimator works well to compensate linear PID controller in presence of partly uncertainty system (e.g., continuum robot). The idea of creating "trunk and tentacle" robots, (in recent years termed continuum robots [1] ), is not new [2] .
Inspired by the bodies of animals such as snakes [3] , the arms of octopi [4] , and the trunks of elephants [5] [6] , researchers have been building prototypes for many years.
A key motivation in this research has been to reproduce in robots some of the special qualities of the biological counterparts. This includes the ability to "slither" into tight and congested spaces, and (of particular interest in this work) the ability to grasp and manipulate a wide range of objects, via the use of "whole arm manipulation"
i.e. wrapping their bodies around objects, conforming to their shape profiles. Hence, these robots have potential applications in whole arm grasping and manipulation in unstructured environments such as rescue operations.
Theoretically, the compliant nature of a continuum robot provides infinite degrees of freedom to these devices.
However, there is a limitation set by the practical inability to incorporate infinite actuators in the device.
Most of these robots are consequently underactuated (in terms of numbers of independent actuators) with respect to their anticipated tasks. In other words they must achieve a wide range of configurations with relatively few control inputs. This is partly due to the desire to keep the body structures (which, unlike in conventional rigidlink manipulators or fingers, are required to directly contact the environment) "clean and soft", but also to exploit the extra control authority available due to the continuum contact conditions with a minimum number of actuators. For example, the Octarm VI continuum manipulator, discussed frequently in this paper, has nine independent actuated degrees-of-freedom with only three sections. Continuum manipulators differ fundamentally from rigid-link and hyper-redundant robots by having an unconventional structure that lacks links and joints.
Hence, standard techniques like the Denavit-Hartenberg (D-H) algorithm cannot be directly applied for developing continuum arm kinematics. Moreover, the design of each continuum arm varies with respect to the flexible backbone present in the system, the positioning, type and number of actuators. The constraints imposed by these factors make the set of reachable configurations and nature of movements unique to every continuum robot.
This makes it difficult to formulate generalized kinematic or dynamic models for continuum robot hardware.
Chirikjian and Burdick were the first to introduce a method for modeling the kinematics of a continuum structure by representing the curve-shaping function using modal functions [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . Mochiyama used the Serret-Frenet formulae to develop kinematics of hyperdegrees of freedom continuum manipulators [5] . For details on the previously developed and more manipulator-specific kinematics of the Rice/Clemson "Elephant trunk" manipulator, see [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . For the Air Octor and Octarm continuum robots, more general forward and inverse kinematics have been developed by incorporating the transformations of each section of the manipulator (using D-H parameters of an equivalent virtual rigid link robot) and expressing those in terms of the continuum manipulator section parameters [4] . The net result of the work in [3] [4] [5] [6] is the establishment of a general set of kinematic algorithms for continuum robots. In the absence of robot knowledge, proportionalintegral-derivative (PID) may be the best controller, because it is model-free, and its parameters can be adjusted easily and separately [1] . And it is the most used in continuum robot manipulators. In order to remove steady-state error caused by uncertainties and noise, the integrator gain has to be increased. This leads to worse transient performance, even destroys the stability. The integrator in a PID controller also reduces the bandwidth of the closed-loop system. PD control guarantees stability only when the PD gains tend to infinity, the tracking error does not tend to zero when friction and gravity forces are included in the continuum robot manipulator dynamics [2] . Model-based compensation for PD control is an alternative method to substitute PID control [1] , such as adaptive gravity compensation [3] , desired gravity compensation [2] , and PD+ with position measurement [4] . They all needed structure information of the robot gravity. Some nonlinear PD controllers can also achieve asymptotic stability, for example PD control with timevarying gains [5] , PD control with nonlinear gains [6] , and PD control with feedback linearization compensation [8] . But these controllers are complex, many good properties of the linear PID control do not exist because these controllers do not have the same form as the industrial PID. When the friction and gravity forces are unknown, both fuzzy logic and feedback linearization techniques can compensate them [9] . A fuzzy-adaptive controller by using a fuzzy inference engine plus a servo feedback control was proposed in [10] . A hybrid neuro control for robot tracking was discussed in [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] , where static neural networks are used to learn mass matrix, centrifugal and Coriolis forces. Because they used the theory of function approximation, the algorithms are sensitive to the training data and local minima. Due to fuzzy modeling error, fuzzy controllers cannot assure that the regulation errors are asymptotically stable.
Computed torque compensator (CTC) is a powerful nonlinear estimator which it widely used in control of robot manipulator. It is based on feedback linearization and computes the required arm torques using the nonlinear feedback control law. This controller/estimator works very well when all dynamic and physical parameters are known but when the continuum robot manipulator has variation in dynamic parameters, the controller/estimator has no acceptable performance [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] .
In practice, most of continuum robot manipulator systems parameters are unknown or time variant, therefore, feedforward artificial intelligence fuzzy computed torque estimator is used to compensate dynamic equation of continuum robot manipulator [1, 6] . Research on CTC is significantly growing on robot manipulator application which has been reported in [1, 6, [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] (heuristic data) of how to best control the process, and then load this data into the control system This paper is organized as follows; section 2, is served as an introduction to the PID controller, computed torque compensator, Mamdani fuzzy inference engine to estimate the CTC and its application to control of continuum robot and dynamic of continuum robot. Part 3, introduces and describes the methodology. Section 4 presents the simulation results and discussion of this algorithm applied to a continuum robot and the final section is describing the conclusion.
II. THEORY

A. Dynamic Formulation of Continuum Robot
The Continuum section analytical model developed here consists of three modules stacked together in series.
In general, the model will be a more precise replication of the behavior of a continuum arm with a greater of modules included in series. However, we will show that three modules effectively represent the dynamic behavior of the hardware, so more complex models are not motivated. Thus, the constant curvature bend exhibited by the section is incorporated inherently within the model.
The mass of the arm is modeled as being concentrated at three points whose co-ordinates referenced with respect to (see Figure 1 ); 
It can be evinced from the force expressions that the total input forces acting on each module can be resolved into an additive component along the direction of extension and a subtractive component that results in a torque. For the first module, there is an additional torque produced by forces in the third module.
The model resulting from the application of Lagrange's equations of motion obtained for this system can be represented in the form
where is a vector of input forces and q is a vector of 
B. Design PID Controller
Design of a linear methodology to control of continuum robot manipulator was very straight forward.
Since there was an output from the torque model, this means that there would be two inputs into the PID controller. Similarly, the outputs of the controller result from the two control inputs of the torque signal. In a typical PID method, the controller corrects the error between the desired input value and the measured value.
Since the actual position is the measured signal. Figure 2 is shown linear PID methodology, applied to continuum robot manipulator [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] . (18) and (19) 
With
Then compute the required arm torques using inverse of equation (23), is;
This is a nonlinear feedback control law that guarantees tracking of desired trajectory. Selecting
proportional-plus-derivative (PD) feedback for U(t)
results in the PD-computed torque compensator [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] ;
and the resulting linear error dynamics are
According to the linear system theory, convergence of the tracking error to zero is guaranteed [6] . Where and are the controller gains. The result schemes is shown in Figure 3 , in which two feedback loops, namely, inner loop and outer loop, which an inner loop is a compensate loop and an outer loop is a tracking error loop. 
D. Fuzzy Inference Engine:
This section provides a review about foundation of fuzzy logic based on [32, 53] . Supposed that is the universe of discourse and is the element of , therefore, a crisp set can be defined as a set which consists of different elements ( ) will all or no membership in a set.
A fuzzy set is a set that each element has a membership grade, therefore it can be written by the following definition;
Where an element of universe of discourse is , is the membership function (MF) of fuzzy set. The membership function ( ) of fuzzy set must have a value between zero and one. If the membership function ( ) value equal to zero or one, this set change to a crisp set but if it has a value between zero and one, it is a fuzzy set. Defining membership function for fuzzy sets has divided into two main groups; namely; numerical and functional method, which in numerical method each number has different degrees of membership function and functional method used standard functions in fuzzy sets.
The membership function which is often used in practical applications includes triangular form, trapezoidal form, bell-shaped form, and Gaussian form.
Linguistic variable can open a wide area to use of fuzzy logic theory in many applications (e.g., control and system identification). In a natural artificial language all numbers replaced by words or sentences. if e is NB and e is ML then T is LL
Where e is error, e is change of error, NB is Negative Big, ML is Medium Left, T is torque and LL is Large Left. Two most common methods that used in fuzzy logic controllers are Max-min aggregation and Sum-min aggregation. Max-min aggregation defined as below
The Sum-min aggregation defined as below
where is the number of fuzzy rules activated by and and also 
for → 0 a small enough number, then ( ) < ( ) .
With this observation in mind, one starts with a guess 0 for a local minimum of , and considers the sequence 0 , 1 , 2 , … .. such that X n+1 = X n − γ n ∇F X n , n ≥ 0
We have
So hopefully the sequence converges to the desired local minimum. Note that the value of the step size is allowed to change at every iteration. With certain assumptions on the function (for example, convex and ∇ Lipschitz) and particular choices of (e.g., chosen via a line search that satisfies the Wolfe conditions), convergence to a local minimum can be guaranteed. 
Defuzzification:
The last step to design fuzzy inference in our fuzzy sliding mode controller is defuzzification. This part is used to transform fuzzy set to crisp set, therefore the input for defuzzification is the aggregate output and the output of it is a crisp number.
Based on 33 Center of gravity method ( ) is used in this research. Figure 6 shows the fuzzy estimator for PID controller. 
The most important different between PID and PID+CTC×fuzzy inference system is in the uncertainty systems. In PID controller the uncertainty is d = G+F + f.
The feedback linearization gain must be bigger than its upper bound. It is not an easy job because this term includes tracking errors 1 and 1 . While in PID+CTC× fuzzy inference system, the uncertainty η is the fuzzy approximation error for + + . Figure 7 shows the new methodology applied to continuum robot. 
